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Why do some people pray in agreement with God's will, heart and timing, yet the desired answers

do not come? Why would God not respond when we pray from the earnestness of our hearts? What

is the problem, or better yet, what is the solution? Robert Henderson believes the answer is found in

where your prayer actually takes place. We must direct our prayer towards the Courts of Heaven

and not only the battlefield. Robert shows that it is in the courtrooms of Heaven where our

breakthroughs can be found. When you learn to operate there you will see your answers unlocked

and released. This book will teach you the legal processes of Heaven and how to operate in its

courts. When you get off the battlefield and into the courtroom you can grant God the legal

clearance to fulfill His passion and answer your prayers.
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A life saver. An answer to why prayers have not been answered. A new sense of the authority

Jesus gave us and how to apprehend it. A revolutionary must for every believer.

This book is amazing and answers the question, "Why are my prayers not being answered?" So few

understand that God's Kingdom is a kingdom with laws as well as privileges. God is righteous and

just and He responds based on these two factors. The devil is an accuser and he is always bringing

accusations about us to God. Many of these accusations are un-refuted because we don't even



show up for a defense! If you don't show up for court you lose! This book shows us God's legal

system and how to defend yourself against Satan's accusations. Once we understand this

fundamental principle the heavens can begin to LEGALLY move on our behalf! This is a MUST read

for EVERY serious believer!

A must for breakthrough in prayer

This is one of the most important books that I have ever read about effective prayer. It opened my

spiritual eyes to so many things. As a Christian, a lawyer and an intercessor, it resonated with me

on so many levels. At this time in our history, it is truly a needed revelation to the Body of Christ.

This book takes knowledge that I've had for years and synthesizes it to be used more effectively in

prayer. Robert Henderson backs everything he says with scripture, and I keep thinking, "How have I

missed this?' I'm devouring the book and seeing greater peace in my heart as I now have stronger

focus on the roots of the battles I'm facing. It's as if I've been given the most strategic weapon

available to replace an old BB gun.

This book is excellent it teaches protocol for entering into The kingdom of Heaven! People need to

show respect and reverence for approaching God and this book explains why. The world try's to

bring God down to their realm; however, we need to show love and respect for God's way of

thinking and being. We are the creation He is our Heavenly Father who deserves our respect as

supreme royalty.

I found this book giving me a lot of answers that I was happy to get about prayer and inner

deliverance. Robert Henderson writes out of his own experience and searching as an intercessor.

Biblically sound and well thought out. I recommend to anyone wondering why their prayers are not

being answered.

The man isn't the best author but he certainly had a message. I have a much clearer understanding

of the heavenly court system and the legal proceedings that one can navigate through to obtain a

favorable verdict. Something most of us can benefit from.
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